Leaving Google and Apple behind, Volla Phone offers unparalleled
security & privacy through intelligent & simple user interface
Or
Built with a simple & smart user interface, Volla Phone is delivering
unmatchable security & privacy to the users
Or
Delivering incomparable security, privacy & simple user interface,
Volla Phone is creating a disruption in the market

~ An emerging leader in the industry, Volla Phone 22 has established a
more secure system in comparison to Google and Apple.
~ Created in Germany, the Volla Phone 22 delivers a combination of
intelligent and minimalist user interface that delivers high performance.
~ The platform has successfully witnessed crowdfunding on Kickstarter with
1000% of the funding goal.
Germany, July 2022 - We live in an era where privacy is not attained easily;
with smartphones at our fingertips, our movements are constantly tracked
by AI apps.
Fathoming the above concern, legislation for censorship of undesired
content and Apps was introduced by Europe. A survey at Statista stated
that the Netherlands is the least secure country with the highest rate of
cyber attacks at 17.64%. This percentage of attacks on the privacy and
safety of the user via smartphones and the internet created a fervor
amongst continents. With 18 countries in Europe restricting Torrent sites,
Belarus and Turkey faced heavy censorship of political media. Turkey also

restricted the utilization of VPNs. Messaging and VoIP apps cannot be
accessed across Europe.
Not limited to Europe, the U.S. was rated at 1.4% to encounter cyber
threats through mobile apps, in contrast to Australia’s 27%, China’s 10%,
and Russia’s 5.5%.
The above restrictions were integrated to eradicate cybercrime via
smartphones and called for a definite solution. Focussing on the sensitive
issue, Germany-based Hallo Welt Systeme introduced the
second-generation phone, Volla Phone 22, with a promise of security and
100% privacy. An Android operating system, Volla OS is built without
Google Apps and Play Services. The MediaTek HyperEngine technology
allows people to make decisions on sharing their data and with whom. The
intelligent OS with a minimalistic user interface does not focus on apps and
delivers consistent privacy protection with zero dependencies on a cloud.
Taking an evolutionary leap, a special Security Mode was added that
blocks unwanted apps and internet connections. The users can show and
hide apps as per choice, wherein a firewall blocks and allow certain web
addresses. The user can define a blacklist and a whitelist. This feature is
also ideal for parents who desire to block certain apps that are not
age-appropriate and also reduces the risks of trackers tracking the phone.
These new features transform the user interface into an exceedingly
smarter, simpler, and clearer platform.
Unique usability features of the revolutionary ‘Volla Phone 22’
Distracting users is the main criterion while gaining preferability with a
specially developed operating system. The unique features of the Volla
Phone 22 shortly summarized:

● Springboard: The Springboard’s Smart Text Field assists the user in
starting a call, searching websites, making notes, etc., instantly. The
remarkable Red Dot feature shows the entire day’s activities with one
single gesture, which is animated in a quick menu.
● Security Mode: Security Mode with black- and whitelist choices to
block unwanted apps and internet connections. The user can show
and hide apps as per choice, a firewall blocks and allows certain web
addresses.
● Multi-Boot: The user has access to alternative Operating Systems.
They can be installed on a microSD card and boot as per
requirement. With this feature, users can separate private and
business use while benefiting from the freedom of using another OS.
● Collections: Recent news of subscribed feeds, favorites from the
address book or the recently visited contacts and conversations are
prompted by this shortcut.
● Signal Integration: The users can send Signal messages from the
Text Field, open Signal profiles from the contact collection, and soon
include Signal threads in the message collection.
These unique features transform the user interface into an exceedingly
smarter, simpler, and clearer platform.
It is important to note that Kickstarter, a platform that transforms creative
ideas into reality, introduces a wide range of remarkable products to the
marketplace. The products gain unprecedented success with a promise of
funding in multiple ways. Notably, 79 percent of the projects surpassed 20
percent of their set goal. The Volla Phone lies amongst these renowned
projects by exceeding expectations through successful crowdfunding on
Kickstarter with 1000% of the funding goal. Currently, the last components
are in production, and the company started the production of the Volla
Phone 22 in the third week of July. This achievement is praiseworthy and
applaudable.
A Visionary, A Believer, And A Performer - The Man Behind ‘Volla
Phone 22’

The brilliant mind behind this excellent product, Dr. Jörg Wurzer, has a
wealth of experience in philosophical research, publications, and lectures at
international congresses on technology and philosophy. He also shared his
skills and expertise as an author and journalist for media like Financial
Times Deutschland and Süddeutsche Zeitung for 15 years. A professional
in the field of AI, Wurzer stated, “I want to give people back the time and
attention to have a free head for the things that count in life. And that is not
the digital world.”
The Volla Phone 22 aims for people to reduce their screen time and pay
attention to worthwhile things. Also, people are provided with faster and
more elegant hardware, and an updated operating system that offers an
edge over Apple and Google.
As the world's first smartphone, the Volla Phone 22 allows installing one or
more additional operating systems on an external memory card, which is
selected when the device is started. Initially, Ubuntu Touch will be available
as a second operating system, which is also optionally available as the
primary operating system on the Volla Phone 22. With this feature, users
can separate private and business use while benefiting from the freedom of
using another OS. Sailfish OS and Manjaro OS are two operating systems
that are offered to the community.
Ubuntu Touch is an independent mobile Linux alternative and has its app
store. A perfect alternative for minimalists, it delivers basic smartphone
functions to the users. The user can select one OS when starting the Volla
Phone 22.
Founded in Germany, this young company is reaching leaps and bounds
with its innovation and technology. The phone is manufactured by Gigaset
Communications in Bocholt, a Volla Phone partner, and includes unparallel
features:

Volla OS: Using the Quick Menu, the user can access frequently used
websites and apps by simply tapping on “the red dot.” The phone fathoms
the searches and makes auto suggestions for calls, messaging, websites,
etc.
48 MP main camera + 8 MP ultra wide angle & macro
16 MP front camera for high resolution selfies & video calls
Display: Large 6.3" Full HD+ V-Notch
Storage: 4 GB RAM and 128 GB internal memory
Triple-Slot: Dual-SIM + memory extension up to 512 GB
Fast rechargeable and enduring 4500 mAh removable battery
Affordable, trendy, stylish, and safe, Volla Phone 22 is home to top-notch
features and is available for €453 or €379 for users outside the EU, Volla is
taking over the marketplace with affordability, exclusivity, and safety
promised round the clock.

++++
About Us
Germany-based Hallo Walt Systeme introduced the Volla Phone 22, a
second-generation phone of the Volla Phone series, with a focus on
providing unparalleled privacy and security with its cutting-edge technology.
Returning freedom to the users is another aspect the company aims at.
The phone's technology, interface, and control elements allow complete
control over personal information while preventing tracking from trackers.
An innovative feature, the Springboard, allows the users to access
functions with a single gesture, and a high-security system reduces
parents' stress who worry for their children's safety.
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